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Q1 - TDR's interface is:

Extremely easy to
use

Moderately easy to
use

Moderately difficult
to use

Extremely difficult
to use
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Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Extremely easy to use 33.33% 3

2 Moderately easy to use 55.56% 5

3 Moderately difficult to use 11.11% 1

4 Extremely difficult to use 0.00% 0

9



Q2 - The user documentation for TDR is:

Very useful

Moderately useful

Not at all useful

I don't know, I've
never looked

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 The user documentation for TDR is: 16.00 18.00 17.00 0.82 0.67 9

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Very useful 33.33% 3

2 Moderately useful 33.33% 3

3 Not at all useful 0.00% 0

4 I don't know, I've never looked 33.33% 3

9



Q3 - Library support staff for TDR has been:

Very responsive to
questions

Somewhat responsive
to questions

Not at all
responsive

I don't know, I've
never asked for help
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Count

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Very responsive to questions 44.44% 4

2 Somewhat responsive to questions 11.11% 1

3 Not at all responsive 0.00% 0

4 I don't know, I've never asked for help 44.44% 4

9



Q4 - Please briefly describe any positive experiences you've had with TDR over the past

year.

Please briefly describe any positive experiences you've had with TDR over t...

I just set up a dataset and everything went smoothly and was self-explanatory.

Pretty easy to setup; automatically recognized UT Austin enrollment via EID login

My files are unusually large, and I’ve had a lot of very good personalized help uploading them to my dataverse.

Easy to create datasets and upload files. Also easy to delegate these tasks to students.

Discovered it existed, signed up with an account no problem, and figured out the services it provides - indeed without any help. That said, I am a
Professor of Computer Science and have been researching the state of the art of data repositories and data lakes; looking for some open research
problems. So I'm not someone just off the street jumping into the middle. Regards, Dan Miranker, miranker@cs.utexas.edu



Q5 - Please briefly describe any difficulties or problems you've had with TDR over the

past year.

Please briefly describe any difficulties or problems you've had with TDR ov...

problems with too-small dataset size during uploads

I initially tried to upload a large number of files at once and this did not work; it might be useful to add a note telling users to upload a few things at a
time (or maybe most people already know this).

IIRC the login process is kind of finicky due to UT integration

Data upload for large files is difficult and not well documented.

Zip files automatically expand on upload, which isn't ideal. There's a workaround but would better if this could be toggled



Q6 - Please describe any functionality you'd like to see added to TDR.

Please describe any functionality you'd like to see added to TDR.

Unclear what benefits it confers vs. other public+free Dataverses like Harvard Dataverse

The site is still a little buggy when uploading files. I occasionally have to upload things twice before they show up.

Needs much better documentation!

I think upload templates would be helpful. Most of our datasets have the same structure and types of files so starting from a template would save
some time.



Q4 - Topics

End of Report

Unknown
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Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Unknown 100.00% 5


